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M aurice Fernandez is serving 
as the current president of 
OPA (the Organization for 

Professional Astrology) and is a long-
time practicing astrologer and author 
who resides in Sedona, Arizona. In 
the first half of this interview, we dis-
cuss OPA’s achievements and goals, 
as well as the relationship between 
astronomy and astrology. In the sec-
ond half, we talk about some of the 
current astrological transits — the 
Uranus–Neptune semi-square and 
the upcoming Saturn–Pluto conjunc-
tion, in particular. We spoke on 
January 1, 2019.

Tem Tarriktar: Maurice, 
thank you for agreeing to 
be interviewed. First of all, 
how did OPA get started?

Maurice Fernandez: 
Well, OPA was initially part 
of NCGR. They used to have 
separate sections, what they 
called special interest groups, 
and OPA was one of them. The 
purpose, the idea that started 
OPA by its founder, Bob Mulligan, 

was to basically create an environment 
where professionals could get together 
and support each other; that’s the idea 
of a peer group. Then it was incorpo-
rated as its own nonprofit organization 
in October 2000, and carried on that 
idea of providing support for profession-
als, because it seemed that most of the 
organizations were very active in cre-
ating programs for students, but there 

wasn’t really any kind of follow-up be-
yond getting trained as an astrologer.
 So, that’s how it emerged. It ini-
tially was a small organization, focusing 
on peer group interaction and provid-
ing a support system for professionals. 
But then, over the years, it evolved 
beyond catering only to profession-
als, and now it’s an organization that 
advances astrology on all levels — for 
beginners, students, and profession-
als. For aspiring professionals, we 
have a new program, which we started 
about two years ago in 2016, called 

“i-Astrologer,” continuing the line of 
thought, the original idea of OPA, 

which is about helping astrolo-
gers to launch their practice or 
enhance their practice. This 
program provides guidance 
and advice about marketing, 
branding, clients, man-
agement, software. These 
are skills that astrologers 
really need; since we are 
self-employed, we have to be 

artists, entrepreneurs, graphic 
designers — we do it all! So, 

this program helps people who 
may not have those skills to at 

least know what’s around and to get 
some guidance about making a success 
of their business.
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World in Transition

TT: You are meeting a vital need. 
That wasn’t happening a lot 
before, and now it is!

MF: Yeah, I think that there were iso-
lated programs where an astrologer 
could get some guidance here and 
there, but this is the first time there is 
an actual event that exclusively focuses 
on that. We put a lot of emphasis on 
helping aspiring professionals because 
today, in the Internet era, astrology 
is, more than ever, a profession that 
has become sustainable, which wasn’t 
always the case. Initially, very few 
people managed to be full-time astrol-
ogers, but now it’s becoming more 
and more accessible. So, this is what 
we hope to do with i-Astrologer, by 
providing this kind of guidance. It’s 
encouraging people to take the profes-
sion more professionally. Along with 
the discussions about marketing reach 
and the tools that the Internet can 
provide, we also include a whole sec-
tion on sharpening our astrology skills, 
such as consulting skills, testing our 
chart analysis methods, and the study 
of astronomy for astrologers. Learning 
astronomy basics is essential, not only 
for our own use of astrology, but also 
to better meet the general public.

TT: It sounds like you’re trying to 
change how astrology is perceived 
by the rest of the world.

MF: There are many people who are 
already very invested in this, like the 
Astrology News Agency. Their main 
purpose is to interface with the wider 
public. We also believe that it is impor-
tant, if we want to get somewhere with 
the development of astrology, that most 
astrologers have a basic background 
in astronomy, because that’s where so 
much misunderstanding is projected 
upon astrology and causes controversy. 
For example, astrologers need to know 
about the difference between signs 
and constellations, or the astronomi-
cal basis of retrograde cycles. Besides, 
I think that, as astrologers, we need to 
re-integrate with astronomy and know 
the differences, because there are obvi-
ously differences. So, it’s surprising to 
see people who’ve been into astrology 
for decades and yet don’t know the dif-
ferences between the zodiacs.

TT: And also, in the same vein, 
people who’ve only ever cast a 
chart by computer don’t have 
a sense of how the chart on paper 
translates to the visual experience 
of the actual night sky — that’s 
another problem.

MF: There’s so much interpretation 
that derives from actually understanding 

what’s going on in the sky. So, yeah, 
little by little … it’s (as you may imag-
ine) a lot of work. The thing is: The 
event in 2016, the first i-Astrologer, 
and then the second one in 2018 were 
very successful; we reached our maxi-
mum enrollment, we sold out. Now, we 
are in the process of creating the pro-
gram in Europe.

TT: When is the next i-Astrologer 
going to be held?

MF: Well, the plan is to have it in the 
UK, perhaps in November of 2019.

TT: How long have you been 
president of OPA? 

MF: Since 2014. It’s a two-year term, 
so it’s my third term as president, until 
the spring of 2020, and we’ll see what 
happens then … I mean, it was impor-
tant for me to remain as president for 
a few terms because I initiated many 
programs. I wanted to solidify the foun-
dation; OPA has evolved tremendously 
in the past few years, and I need to 
make sure that, whatever transition 
occurs, it’s a smooth one.

TT: Do you have another OPA 
retreat coming up?

MF: Yes, we have a different program 
called the OPA Retreat. That’s going 
to take place in the spring of 2020; 
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the retreat is open to every level of ex-
pertise, and it’s an educational event 
where people learn astrology. The 
great thing about OPA is — as much as 
we keep growing — we want to keep 
the educational experience intimate. 
So, in this retreat, we have tracks, usu-
ally about 12 tracks, with a maximum 
of 12 people per track. So, people 
study for 3 days with the same mentor, 
and each track is a different subject. 
There’s a track for financial astrology, 
or past lives, or profections, or what-
ever subject we choose to represent 
during the event. From the small im-
mersion groups of 12, we then bring 
all the groups together for single-track 
lectures. Each retreat has a theme; the 
last time, the retreat took place at Zion 
National Park in Utah, and the theme 
was “The Art of Living and Dying 
in Astrology.”

TT: I want to commend you on 
your work with the OPA Journal. 
It’s really amazing! It’s always 
great and widely available. I 
believe that, first, you make it 
available to members, but then 
shortly thereafter, you make it 
publicly available. I understand 
how much work it takes to put 
that together.

MF: Coming from you, it’s a great 
honor to get this compliment. It’s a 
beautiful mission to make the journal 
interesting but also offer a platform 

for new astrologers to write. We have 
writers whose first language is not 
English …

TT: That’s a lot of work!

MF: It is a lot of work, yes. And it’s 
also encouraging to see that they work 
hard, we work hard, and then we get a 
nice result.

TT: The whole organization 
seems very fluidly collaborative, 
in a really refreshing way — so, 
congratulations!

MF: Thank you. Well, you know, in 
today’s world, when so much corrup-
tion is being exposed, we hope we’re 
going to keep sailing straight. (laughs) 
What makes it work is that, as a board, 
we are all excited for OPA’s potential 
and results.

TT: So, if people want to join 
OPA, what’s the website, and how 
do they join?

MF: It’s https://www.opaastrology.
org, and people have the option of 
joining for one year or for three years. 
They get, obviously, the journal, and 
there are free online presentations al-
most twice per month. We also have 
a quarterly online event called OPA 
Live, where a panel of astrologers dis-
cuss a chosen subject or the important 
upcoming transits; it’s really very pop-
ular and well received. And of course, 
for those who want to promote their 
work, we offer writing or public speak-
ing opportunities.

TT: Right. I remember now what 
I was going to say: You were 
talking about the union of as-
tronomy and astrology and other 
things that need to be brought 
together. It seems that the one 
reconciliation that’s going to be 
tricky is that of divinatory astrol-
ogers with more scientifically 
minded astrologers, because they 
seem to be so much at different 
ends of the spectrum of astrology.

MF: They are. And to me, that’s why 
some people say astrology and astron-

omy used to be one, and we should go 
back to that. But I don’t agree with that 
in the strict sense of the concept, be-
cause I think that astrology is not the 
same as astronomy. We should not 
only rely on the scientific side. There’s 
symbolism, like the synchronicity of 
naming a new planet after the Hawaiian 
goddess Haumea, and finding out that 
the state of Hawaii was admitted to the 
Union back in August 1959, exactly as 
the Sun was conjunct Haumea, when 
nobody knew about that body at the 
time. That is not astronomy; that is syn-
chronicity, symbolism that goes beyond 
rational measures. And if we are good 
astrologers, we need to find that mar-
riage between Neptune/spirituality and 
Uranus/science, if you will. The value 
of reintegrating astronomy with astrol-
ogy is to enrich the science aspect of 
astrology in such a way as to provide a 
more solid foundation for the spiritual/
mythological aspect of astrology.

TT: Isn’t it interesting that it’s 
the scientists who are naming the 
planets after the appropriate my-
thology. And it’s amazing!

MF: It is. It is! And that’s why astrology 
is so hard for people to accept, because 
it doesn’t follow the paradigm for a set 
of rules that we have established. It’s 
still outside the parameters, the refer-
ences that are currently established. 
So, the next question, to me, would 
be: If astrology becomes mainstream, 
what will be the gain for humanity? Will 
it make a difference? And what is the 
difference going to be? Is it going to 
be about people better understanding 
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themselves? I think it goes way beyond 
that, and it speaks to this very question 
about where science ends and where 
symbolism and mysticism continue.
 To me, the great contribution of 
astrology to humanity is the revela-
tion that there is a higher order, that 
life is not merely random occurrence. It 
wasn’t random that astronomers named 
this planet after a Hawaiian goddess. 
Astrology provides an understanding 
that if, right now, there’s so much 
chaos on the political level, we can 
track the planetary cycles and suddenly 
understand that there is sense, there is 
a purpose, there is order to the seem-
ing chaos and the randomness. And 
I think that astrology can do for the 
world what it did for me: When I dis-
covered astrology, it may have saved 
me from mental illness. I was living 
in a world that did not make sense to 
me, and when I discovered astrology, it 
gave me a structure, it gave me a spiri-
tual reference, and everything fell into 
place. And I think that it can also do 
that on a larger scale.

TT: Let’s shift gears a little bit. 
What is the state of astrology to-
day, in general, from your point of 
view? What would you most like to 
see change in astrology? Can you 
name one or two things that you 
feel are holding astrology back?

MF: It’s interesting that many as-
trologers are looking at the 2020 
Jupiter–Saturn conjunction in Aquar-
ius as something that can be very good 
for astrology, because it’s in the sign of 
higher learning, etc. But the way I see 
it, it’s actually going to pressure astrol-
ogy to meet higher standards, to up-
grade our practices and methods. And 
the good news is that I believe that 
many movements are already in place 
to make this happen. Maybe this needs 
to be further accelerated, or maybe 
more resources have to be invested for 
that purpose.
 The work of Courtney Roberts, I 
think, is very important — evidence- 
based astrology. For too long, students 
of astrology have just been regurgitating 

whatever their tutor, their mentor, or 
their books are telling them to do, and 
people don’t bother actually checking 
to see if what they learn works or not. 
It’s almost as if we have a formula and 
apply it to our charts, but we’re not  
listening, we’re not testing the knowl-
edge enough. So, I would like to see 
more of that — more observing and 
testing.
 On the other hand, I don’t want 
to see us becoming too mentally rigid, 
where we become consumed by need-
ing to prove everything. Astrology is 
a marriage of spirituality with science, 
astronomy with symbolism. The fact 
that “crazy” techniques such as solar 
arcs are working — that have no imme-
diate reference to astronomy — must 
speak for something! To use and un-
derstand astrology effectively, we need 
to keep the creative juices, the artis-
tic side, and the symbolism alive. I’m 
also encouraged by the fact that, as far 
as the community goes, there seems 
to be a greater respect between the 
different schools of thought, some-
thing that wasn’t always the case and 
is still a work in progress. For example, 
it feels like we are moving beyond the 
rupture between traditional astrology 
versus modern …

TT: And the two zodiacs?

MF: … and the two zodiacs, and psy-
chology versus prediction. Today, it 
seems that there’s more and more 
cross-pollination, and there’s actually 
more acceptance. There are still (as 
you’re probably aware) arrows being 
shot at each other, but I’m really hop-
ing, as we move forward, to create a 
more united community — as long as 
our knowledge keeps being tested, we 
must respect the many approaches. I 
think, as astrologers, we’re doing pretty 
well respecting each other. I travel a lot, 
meeting different astrologers around the 
world, and there’s still so much politics 
involved with astrology. But I am opti-
mistic. I do see that it’s moving in the 
right direction.

TT: What kind of politics?

MF: I’m talking about astrology politics: 
This system is better than that system, 

and we’re not inviting these speakers to 
our conferences.

TT: Because they’re from a 
different group …

MF: Yes, intellectual superiority com-
plexes or old-guard resistance to grow 
and change in general.

TT: Well, there’s actually less 
of that than there was 20 or 30 
years ago, I think.

MF: I think so, too. I think that it’s 
looking better. I’m sending a message 
in that direction. I do hope that UAC, 
which stands for United Astrology Con-
ference, continues to unite astrologers, 
because one of our pet peeves is that 
OPA is not yet part of UAC.
 One other thing I’d like to add 
about the state of astrology is that we 
need to make astrology a lucrative 
profession, not to be ashamed of the 
financial aspect, and to make astrol-
ogy accessible as a first profession, not 
as a retirement plan only. Because in 
many cases, people are waiting to re-
tire, waiting for the kids to leave the 
home, before they devote themselves to 
what they are really called to do. And 
we see today that there are more and 
more younger astrologers who feel en-
couraged that it’s possible for them to 
sustain themselves, to sustain their fam-
ilies, and make a living from astrology. 
So, when more funds are invested in as-
trology, the better books we will have, 
the better schools we will have …

TT: And better research.

MF: Better research, yes. It’s going 
to serve us all. We need to outgrow 
this old mindset that, first of all, we 
shouldn’t make money from a spiri-
tual practice, that there’s some kind of 
gap between spirit and matter. And the 
other thing is, again, to learn to charge 
effectively and pay astrology speakers in 
a way that’s fair and that really reflects 
the amount of work involved. OPA works 
in that direction, although meeting these 
goals is a work in progress. We work to 
be able to pay our speakers better, but it 
is the whole system and our mentality 
that need to evolve.

World in Transition
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 Think about other professions 
where, if you invest $20K or $50K in 
an education to become a psycholo-
gist or an accountant, why do you do 
that? Because you know you’re going 
to get a return; you know you’re go-
ing to get a job, hopefully, that’s worth 
the investment. But if you study astrol-
ogy and you don’t have a hope of re-
ally making a living at it, how can you 
afford to spend so much money on that 
kind of education? The study of astrol-
ogy becomes classified as a luxury, not 
a professional investment.

TT: Earlier, you mentioned Uranus 
and Neptune. They were conjunct, 
in the early 1990s, in Capricorn, 
and now they’re in the semi-square 
phase (45°), which is the first as-
pect that certain astrologers, like 
Cosmobiologists, would pay at-
tention to, as an important aspect 
(though some might pay attention 
to 22-1/2° first). So, Neptune and 
Uranus echo a little bit of what 
we’ve been talking about. I know 
you’ve done a lot of work with 
Neptune, in particular, so I’d like 
to hear your thoughts on that con-
junction, how that synodic cycle is 
developing, and maybe you could 
throw in some thoughts about 
Neptune and how it’s misunder-
stood in general.

MF: Well, the Uranus–Neptune con-
junction in Capricorn was, I think, 
an extraordinary event; it united the 
world through the birth of the Internet 
and, eventually, the smartphone, so it 
changed our world. It’s one of the con-

junctions that has accelerated evolu-
tion to a point where we’re having a 
hard time catching up with it.

TT: Yeah, I’d say it’s almost 
unbearable.

MF: And that’s what they do, because 
both Uranus and Neptune are arche-
types that help us to transcend what is 
material. They operate on a different 
rhythm. They accelerate everything 
and yet also bring stillness — that 
combination of Uranian speed and 
Neptune’s timelessness, where there’s 
no speed at all. Both represent the 
need to transcend time and matter, tak-
ing us to a whole other dimension 
… the virtual world, expanding our 
consciousness in ways that could not 
happen in the material world. It created 
new pathways in our brain, new para-
digms. So, archetypically, if we speak 
about Uranus–Neptune, to me, at its 
highest level, it is the marriage of mind 
and spirit, because Neptune and Pisces 
represent the original template of all 
things, the oneness, the womb of the 
universe. And Uranus is the future we 
want to create! It’s the vision forward. 
As we move forward and use technology 
to enhance our quality of life, Neptune 
reminds us that technology and science 
must be used to serve the whole.
 You know, if Uranus is detached 
from Neptune — or, in other words, if 
science is detached from the spirit — 
science becomes a monster, and then 
progress ends up destroying Nature; we 
see how technology is now causing too 
much radiation and becoming destruc-
tive. On the other hand, if we live by 
Neptune principles only, then we would 
still be in caves or living naked by the 
beach, because “Who needs higher un-
derstanding and progress when you rely 
on divine providence?” The romantic 
notion of passively drifting through a 
pain-free world of Neptune versus the 
need to make changes, to revolutionize, 
to advance our lives through Uranus 
is that creative tension … Ultimately, 
spirituality without science becomes 
self-indulgent. And it loses its relevance. 
Science without spirituality becomes de-
structive, a monster.
 I think that’s where we’re at now, 
because we are facing this acceleration, 

not just with the Internet, but we are at 
the peak population on the planet. We 
see, on the one hand, how fast we’re 
advancing and new paradigms being 
created, and yet there are many more 
mouths to feed, which imposes increas-
ing consumption on the natural world 
of Neptune, the original template. 
There’s a reason that Neptune and the 
12th house of Pisces, as an archetype, 
represent the last frontier, the last ar-
chetype, because when the technology 
fails, when civilization collapses, what 
happens? We witness Nature reclaiming 
its territory, its sovereignty — whether 
these were the civilizations of Atlantis 
or the Greeks or the Roman Empire, 
reaching their climax and then collaps-
ing because they lost their alignment. 
This is the ultimate test of Neptune: 
Are you bringing true wisdom? Some-
thing that everybody can benefit from? 
Neptune represents the “reset” button 
when our Uranian ideals of progress 
fail. If we destroy Nature, we have no 
more reset buttons, and every mistake 
becomes final.

TT: And Neptune represents 
wholeness, too.

MF: And wholeness. That’s the para-
digm of Neptune. Society shouldn’t 
cater only to the 1%. So, Neptune 
brings us back to the oneness, the sim-
ple people. It also represents the primal 
and untamed forces of Nature — the 
forces larger than ourselves. Now, that’s 
the other question that will also explain 
this aspect so well. Today, many sci-
entists are saying that we are on the 
verge of the sixth extinction. The world 
may not survive. That’s a fact. So, the 
destruction is there. And we’re trying 
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… some people are trying to remedy this, but we can ask 
ourselves: Do we need Nature? Why can’t we just live on a 
concrete floor and digitalize everything and have robotic bees 
to pollinate our food?

TT: Or get all our nutrition from pills.

MF: Right. It may sound horrible, because it’s not an impos-
sibility … but maybe we’re just close-minded and maybe that 
is the future. Maybe the future is Uranian!

TT: But if it is, then maybe something like global 
warming is just an evolutionary mechanism for elim-
inating mammals so that robots who learn how to 
replicate themselves can take over … who knows 
what the Aquarian Age really means?

MF: Exactly. But the point is: Imagine this surreal and yet 
maybe not completely impossible reality where this is what 
happens. This is what we create. You know, we’re all so 
happy about the Aquarian Age and Jupiter and Saturn con-
joining in Aquarius in late 2020, but is it really that good? 
We already hear the horror stories about entire populations 
being microchipped, and having every move digitally moni-
tored, and living without anything truly organic. And that’s 
where Neptune comes in; that’s why Neptune is always the 
last archetype. Neptune allows the opportunity to return to 
the original design, press the reset button, in case our civiliza-
tion collapses. So, basically, if you destroy Nature completely, 
you eliminate your ability to start anew. There is not going to 
be an opportunity for Nature to reclaim itself and start over 
again, if seeds are corrupted or destroyed. Every mistake will 
be fatal. So, in a way, the need to sustain Nature gives us 
room for mistakes, or a buffer zone that allows us to go back 
to zero, to go back to the cave, if needed, in case everything 
goes wrong. Preserving Nature goes beyond the romantic no-
tion of caring for animals and trees; it is an important survival 
need. Neptune reminds us that despite our significant ad-
vances, we still know very little, and thus we will keep making 
mistakes. Uranus represents the pride of our mental prowess, 
but Neptune humbles us by reminding us of our ignorance.

TT: So, now that we have a 45° aspect between 
Uranus and Neptune, maybe humanity will pause and 
re-examine the trend since the early ’90s. Maybe they 
will start to further question, Is every new gadget a 
good thing? Do we like the direction that humanity 
is taking with technology? Tell me, do you think that 
such questioning is possible or likely?

MF: I think that it’s an imperative. And I think that it’s espe-
cially vital, since Neptune moved into Pisces in 2011, on the 
eve of the Fukushima disaster, which led to the contamina-
tion of water (Neptune), but uncontained. It was not just a 
lake or just an isolated area of Japan. The whole food chain, 

across the ocean, is now affected by this disaster. It’s Nep-
tune: There are no boundaries, for better or worse. So, if one 
ship sinks, everybody sinks.
 Another interesting thing that happened during Neptune 
moving into Pisces was the whole issue of the Mayan calen-
dar coming to an end. To me, it wasn’t so much about the 
Mayan calendar coming to an end, per se, as much as it was 
about just the contemplation of the possibility of the end of 
the world. Are we really closing something here? Is it re-
ally the end of something? And there’s the possibility, which 
we didn’t think about before, that the continuation of human 
existence is not guaranteed. And so, as Uranus moves into 
Taurus, which is earth and food and everything organic, are 
we going to move toward what you are describing, to eat-
ing pills instead of food? We could! The Monsanto dilemma 
is intrinsic to Uranus in Taurus. Interesting that the CEO of 
Monsanto — Hugh Grant, I think his name is — has a Moon 
in Taurus square Uranus, opposing Neptune — the battle be-
tween spirituality and science around food.

TT: How interesting …

MF: As greedy as we can be — I do believe we want to 
survive, and once we realize that we are really suffering 
from our own decisions, the changes will come. And they 
come rapidly. Once it sinks in, things can shift from one 
day to the next.

TT: That’s for sure. We’ve seen that a bunch of times 
throughout history. Changes that nobody thought 
were even possible happened quickly. The fall of the 
Berlin Wall is a good example. But this is a question 
of the survival of humanity and other species.

MF: You know, speaking about Neptune, there’s always a 
feeling of something ending. Neptune in Pisces brings that 
culmination of a very, very large cycle, dissolving our ref-
erences and our hold on security prior to the new birth in 
Aries. As you may know, this time Neptune will ingress into 
Aries together with Saturn. They will conjoin at 0° Aries.

TT: In the mid 2020s?
 
MF: In 2025 and 2026. The time leading up to that can 
generate some form of apocalyptic reality, where we see 
everything dissolve or on the verge of collapse. I see in 
my practice many kids born with this Neptune–Uranus in 
Capricorn and, generally, the outer planets in those late, 
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collective signs. This is a generation who is immediately 
exposed to global dynamics. In some ways, these are very 
bright kids, very mature, but it’s almost as though they skip 
their phase of innocence, and they’re born into a world that 
is already very cynical, where nobody trusts leaders, and 
everybody’s exposed for a sex scandal or for corruption. 
Wikileaks is revealing that nothing is reliable and that every-
body is lying. These kids are (on the one hand) immediately 
awake but become overwhelmed, because it all becomes 
too much to bear; they have to absorb and process so many 
world crises and disasters. The immediate exposure to col-
lective dynamics is the reason we are seeing politicians now 
who are barely 27 years old! Even before their Saturn return, 
they already know. They are already in this global mindset 
and tuned in.
 But they pay a price for that. I think that this genera-
tion is an extraordinary generation. They are going to be 
the significant change-makers, and yet at the same time, 
we’re going to see a stage where madness and utopia inter-
mingle — a serious increase in mental health issues. With 
slow-moving planets in Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces, we 
go through a time when we are looking for saviors, when cri-
sis is not personal but global. And who is going to be that 
next messiah? Who has the solution? I believe that when 
these planets transition again to the earlier signs of Aries and 
Taurus, toward the end of the 2020s, we may see a return 
to more gradual and personal processes. And I think also the 
speed of Pluto — Pluto is slowing down in its orbit — that 
may help with that slowing-down process.

TT: I believe that you consider yourself an evolution-
ary astrologer, at least for quite a long time now. 
And I’ve always wondered how evolutionary astrol-
ogers are going to frame the Saturn–Pluto–Jupiter 
conjunction in Capricorn when reading charts for 
people. It’s going to be one of the primary influences 
in the lives of people, and I’m sure that it must be 
challenging, at least, with Pluto and Saturn involved. 
But how does an evolutionary astrologer deal with all 
this? And the eclipses? In 2020, there’s such a heavy 
lineup of planets.

MF: Well, it’s interesting that one of the things that we pay 
a lot of attention to in evolutionary astrology is the planetary 
nodes. So, the orbit of Pluto is on the ecliptic at 22° Cap-
ricorn. The Pluto–Saturn conjunction will happen on the 
nodes of Pluto and Saturn. You can’t make that up!

TT: Are you saying that Pluto’s planetary nodes are 
at 22° Cancer–Capricorn, and that Saturn’s planetary 
nodes are also nearby?

MF: Right there. The range of the nodes of Saturn is a lit-
tle wider, between 19° and 29° Cancer–Capricorn, but these 
two planets will be on their own respective nodes as they 
conjoin in the sign of Capricorn. It is a big deal! How we 
look at it … Personally, just as there are many ways to look 
at astrology, there are also many layers of evolutionary astrol-

ogy. My view is considering evolutionary astrology as a tool 
for understanding the soul’s journey, looking at the chart 
to understand not only our personality, needs, or what will 
happen to us, but also why we are here in the first place, 
what is the meaning and the life lessons for our soul. We 
are here to evolve our consciousness, so the premise is that 
everything we experience and encounter is not random, 
but serves that evolutionary purpose. It goes back to the 
idea that nothing is random. We look for the reasons that 
life unfolds in a certain way.
 With Pluto–Saturn, looking at it on the highest spiritual 
level, I would say that this cycle is about the redistribution of 
power, on a personal and global level, and a test of integrity 
about the use of power. So, it’s almost as though the cards 
are reshuffled, and power is now being redistributed. On a 
spiritual level, it is about testing who is eligible, who has the 
spiritual integrity to have power, whether that power trans-
lates into leadership, ownership of resources, or intelligence. 
That’s why this conjunction exposes corruption; it’s possibly 
one of the highest tests of integrity. Many people who are 
born with this aspect or those who have transits touching im-
portant points in their charts may actually gain tremendous 
power and rise in status. They can become more popular, but 
then the temptation to abuse their privileges may arise. His-
torically, every time Pluto and Saturn come together, there is 
a collapse of existing power and a vacuum is created, even-
tually leading to the redistribution of power; this is how new 
countries are created, new power dynamics are made. The 
value of resources fluctuates, and power changes hands.
 Think of the fact that one previous Saturn–Pluto con-
junction was in 1914, during World War I, and that was the 
collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the collapse of the Rus-
sian monarchy, and a new system emerged — a completely 
new map of Europe! The following one in 1947, after WWII, 
there was such a vacuum of power because Germany was 
dismantled. Europe was in shambles! Who rose from that re-
distribution of power? It was the Soviets and the Americans. 
We had the beginning of the Cold War, a war about world 
dominion, lasting for the next 40 years and peaking at the 
Saturn–Pluto opposition in the mid ’60s with the Vietnam 
War between the Russians and the Americans. And then in 
1982 was the last Saturn–Pluto conjunction, interestingly at 
27° Libra, meaning that the current one at 23° Capricorn 
will square this generation born in 1982.
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TT: And with the Libra conjunction, there was a lot of 
redistribution of power in personal relationships.

MF: Well, this was the AIDS epidemic, to begin with, causing 
a whole sexual and relationship crisis. Also, there was a dra-
matic famine in Ethiopia. Politically, nothing was as big as a 
world war, but many regional conflicts took place (the Iran–
Iraq War, the Falklands War). Saudi Arabia rose to become 
the most prominent oil producer, forging a greater alliance 
with the U.S. And then, at the culmination of this cycle that 
peaked in 2001, when Saturn and Pluto opposed each other, 
the 9/11 events occurred, leading to the whole East versus 
West polarization and the concept of the Crusades returning.

TT: So, that shift of power in the early ’80s was par-
tially about terrorists, these individuals who suddenly 
had power against the state that they didn’t have 
before.

MF: And why was there such a ferocious antagonism against 
the West? Because the West held power, and it couldn’t be 
trusted; there was corruption. So, all these Islamic countries 
that were not part of the Western union began to question 
the legitimacy of the Western empire. And you are probably 
aware of the many conspiracies around 9/11 … but it was 
definitely about: Who is making the decisions here? And you 
(the West) think you have it all! Remember that Saudi Ara-
bia, the modern state, was also born during a Saturn–Pluto 
opposition, in the ’30s. And we’re talking about oil. We’re 
talking about fossil fuels, and obviously, oil represents power, 
not only with reference to who rules the world, but who has 
the resources, the oil. So, we can expect Saudi Arabia to go 
through tremendous change during the coming conjunction 
— hopefully, an emancipation, but not necessarily so, be-
cause the Pluto–Saturn opposition in Saudi Arabia’s chart is 
in the late degrees of Cancer–Capricorn. So, this particular 
conjunction will be on the Saturn side of their Pluto–Saturn 
opposition.
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TT: And it’s also on the U.S. Pluto, so when we’re 
talking about the collapse of entities that have power, 
I think that the United States is one of the prime 
candidates.

MF: Well, it’s definitely going to be tested. And we know that 
Donald Trump’s Saturn is at 23° Cancer, which means this 
conjunction will oppose his Saturn.

TT: Within 1°, it will oppose it! It’s very tight.

MF: How will he ride it out? Will the Mueller investigation 
take him down? I must say, we don’t know what kind of 
power play is going to happen during the next election here, 
but without knowing yet who the Democratic candidate will 
be, we can see that Trump has every chance of winning a 
second term. So, to me, as much as he will be challenged 
and all the corruption around him further exposed, he may 
survive it all in the shorter term! And I trust that, I believe 
that, as a result of Pluto–Saturn opposing his Saturn, he is 
going to get into very intense political power struggles with 
Russia and China. With the additional influence of Mars 
retrograde in Aries during much of 2020, we are at risk of 
a global war again. Perhaps that’s what will keep Donald 
Trump in power through the 2020 elections.

TT: People don’t want to change leaders during a 
war, right? So, how I would interpret this is that Mars 
will be very strong in Aries for six months — it will 
not have a blank check, but it will have free expres-
sion, more than usual, except when it’s tightly square 
Saturn, perhaps. It will be very active and more obvi-
ous than usual, which usually means more conflict … 
as well as more energy, more accomplishment.

MF: Change! When you speak of Pluto–Saturn, it’s not just 
a cosmetic change. It’s a change in who is going to be the 
world’s decision-maker. As much as the U.S. and the world 
are in crisis right now, I don’t see that there is another em-
pire, so to speak, ready to rise. So, to me, if the American 
system collapses, there may not be a quick transition to any-
thing else — another vacuum. China, as powerful as it is 
(possibly) economically, is not a culture that the world wants 
to adopt. It’s very isolated. It’s a culture that is not integrated 
with the rest of the world, so I don’t see China necessarily be-
coming the center of gravity for the next civilization. I think 
the U.S. still holds a very strong reference point, and I don’t 
think Europe is strong enough now to take over and to be-
come the next leader of the world. So, if there is a vacuum, 
if the U.S. continues to lose credibility and loses its appeal 
and its power, we may see regional changes, but I’m not con-
vinced that there’s going to be a new rising empire so soon. 
Perhaps, an entirely new paradigm of power will unfold.

TT: A world government?

MF: Or decentralization? If we learn from our history of 
corruption and greed, perhaps this Pluto–Saturn conjunction 
will pave the way for a more conscious and enlightened lead-
ership. Perhaps the higher spiritual intent to hand power to 
those who pass tests of integrity will prevail. At the core, it 
should not be that difficult for leaders to actually care for the 
world and make decisions that serve the greater whole.

TT: I appreciate your sharing those thoughts. Before 
we wrap this up, could you just tell us how people 
who are interested in your work can reach you, the 
best way to communicate with you? And please men-
tion your books also.

MF: Thank you. Obviously, the first way to get acquainted 
with my work is to visit my website: https://mauricefernandez.
com. And I have a newly released book, titled Neptune, the 
12th House, and Pisces – 2nd Edition: The Timelessness of 
Truth, which you can order on Amazon or through my web-
site. The book expands on the placement of Neptune in every 
house and sign and discusses planets in the natal 12th house. I 
also have another book called Astrology and the Evolution of 
Consciousness, Volume One, which is about the fundamentals 
of astrology from an evolutionary point of view. I am starting, 
in 2019, a new educational program — a 2- to 3-year com-
prehensive program — that prepares students to master chart 
analysis and professional practice. You can visit me on Face-
book as well as on my website.

TT: That’s great, Maurice. People can learn more 
about the course you’re offering on your website. 
They can learn all the details.

MF: Thank you so much! I am wishing you an amazing new 
year in 2019.
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